
The BL Students’ Council is a democratically elected student body 

that is the face of a diverse and dynamic PGP-BL batch. It 

coordinates and manages a plethora of activities related to student 

life at IIMK, including and not limited to academics, admissions, 

sports, arts, social media, hostel, mess and end-to-end international 

immersion coordination.The Students’ Council acts as an interlocutor 

between the batch and the institute to ensure the welfare of students 

and foster an environment of learning and development.

The list of members of the SCouncil is attached as Annexure 2

Core Business Circle

The Core Business Circle aims to bring the lens of strategy and 

operational excellence to the core domains including, but not limited 

to manufacturing, environment, construction, and FMCG.

Contemporary Business Circle

The contemporary business circle aims to drive the student 

community transformation into future modern business leaders by 

exposing them to the ever-evolving landscape of contemporary 

disruptive technologies.

Conscious Business Circle

The Conscious Business circle helps the leaders of tomorrow make

decisions that help us secure our tomorrow. Planet, People & Profit –

Our modus operandi is in that particular order to ensure that while

making any business decision we are mindful of the very things that

aid our businesses.

Insights Circle

Insights circle aims to bring out the inquisitiveness within the young 

business leaders to quiz, debate, and have constructive discussions 

on the major happenings around the world. 

Creativity Circle

The creativity circle of PGPBL at IIMK aims to conglomerate cultural 

diversity brought out by each individual hailing from different parts of 

India through events that foster participation, stimulate creativity, 

showcase talent and create a sense of togetherness among the 

batch. 

Merchandise And Design Circle

Merchandise circle comes with the vision of "Carrying life-long 

memories" that aims to create customized merchandise which 

integrates memories, pride, and enthusiasm.

Infrastructure And Facilities 

Circle

Infrastructure and Facilities circle aims to make the stay comfortable

and peaceful for all resident scholars by ensuring the smooth

functioning of all facilities on campus and striving towards innovative

and sustainable solutions.

Social Media Circle

The Social Media Circle or the PR cell acts as a window into the daily

life and experiences of PGP-BL students. SMC ensures that all the

important happenings of the batch are shared with the external world

via online social media platforms

Sports And Wellness Circle
The Sports & Wellness circle organizes on-campus sports/games

tournaments and conducts various wellness activities.
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